
Making Digital Bookmarks
By Jean Edwards.

In this post specialist art teacher Jean Edwards demonstrates
the digital tool Bookmaker and how this can be used to create
free digital books online. Digital books are a great way to
collect and share children's art work as well as to present
teaching resources.

Introduction:

Making digital books in art can be useful for both teachers
and pupils. It can be an accessible way of capturing what
pupils have made and their thoughts about their art. It can
also be a way to make digital art directly onto the page or
sharing other forms of digital art through photos, video and
links to other digital tools. It is possible for individual
children or groups to maintain digital sketchbooks alongside
their individual physical sketchbook. For the teacher, digital
books can be used to present teaching resources as well as
collecting and sharing the art children have made in class.
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You Might Also Like...
Exploring Scale with Green Screen

Teacher Jean Edwards explains the process
of using green screens to experiment with
scale when making digital artwork.

Painting On Screen
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Exploring  the  different  programmes
available for digital painting, and how
they can be explored in different ways.

Digital Collage and Image Manipulation

How  photographs  of  still  life  subjects
can be made into digital collages using
image manipulation apps.
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